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The Mean Ratio Set for ax + b
Valued Cocycles
By

Karma DAJANI* and Anthony DOOLEY**

Abstract
Let X=TlT=iZL(i) be acted upon by the group r=@?=iZi(i) of changes in finitely many
coordinates and p. a G-measure on X which is nonsingular for the /^-action on X. We
consider cocycles on (X, F, IJL) taking values in the ax + b group. We give a structure theorem
for such cocycles, we define the mean ratio set which is a closed subgroup of the ax+b group
and we exhibit for each closed subgroup a cocycle whose mean ratio set is the given subgroup.

§1. Introduction
The notion of essential range of real-valued cocycle was defined by Krieger
[K] as a subset of [ —°°, °°]. He showed that its intersection with ( —°°, °°) is
a closed subgroup of the real line and that cohomologous cocycles have the same
essential range. Parthasarathy and Schmidt [PS] extended this result to cocycles
with values in locally compact abelian groups. The notion of essential range has
been extended to cocycles with values in general nonabelian locally compact
groups, but it is no longer cohomology invariant (see [Si]). In the case of a
multiplicative cocycle with values in R+, the essential range is also called the
ratio set.
In this article, we examine closely the example of cocycles with values in
one of the simplest nonabelian groups, the ax + b group. One motivation for
this is to study the ways an additive and a multiplicative cocycle can interact. In
the next section, we produce a new type of essential range called the mean ratio
set (MRS). In the case of a real-valued cocycle and a measure-preserving action
our definition exactly coincides with the essential range. This closed subset of
[0, oo] x [ — oo, oo] whilst not cohomology invariant, is close to being so. In fact,
if the transfer function is integrable, mean ratio sets are conjugate in the ax + b
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group by its integral — hence if the integral is the identity (1, 0), the mean ratio
set is preserved. Furthermore if W\ and Wz are cohomologous with integrable
transfer function, then there is a constant transfer function under which Wi is
conjugate to Ws where MRS(Wi)=MRS(Ws).
An essential step in the proof, not without independent interest, is a
structure theorem for ax -»- ^-valued cocycles which generalizes theorems of
Golodets [G] and Parthasarathy and Schmidt [PS].
The final section of the paper gives a classification of the closed subgroups
of the ax + b-group. As a result we are able to classify the ax + ^-valued cocycle
in an L^cohomology invariant way.
This theory is the first step in a new approach to the study of nonabelian
cocycles over X (c.f. [Z]). We believe that it will lead to a new treatment of
recurrence and skew products.
We would like to thank the referee for carefully reading the original
manuscript and making some valuable suggestions for changes. This research
was supported by the Australian Research Council.

§2. The Structure of ax+6-valued Cocycles
Let X=TlT=iXi with Xi = Zia) for some integer l(i) where Ziw denotes the
integers modulo /(/)• Let 38 be the tf-algebra generated by the cylinder sets. Let
.F be the group of finite coordinate changes, that is
: 7z = 0 for all but finitely many coordinates i}
F acts on X by coordinatewise addition, i.e., (?%)*= 7z+-^- For &>0, let Fk
7,- = 0 for all i
Motivation 2.1. Before commencing our discussion of the ax -f ^-valued
case, let us briefly recall from [PS] the real-valued case with a /^-invariant
measure p.. Each JZ-valued cocycle W on X for the action of F can be written
as

where each (jn is /^-invariant.
Let Wh(?Q, Ar)=-rrTr27er* W(/o, TX\ We say that r belongs to the mean
ratio set of W, MRS^W] if for every e>0 and for every set A of positive
measure there is for each k^N,
a set of positive measure B^ A and 70^ F so
that k>ko implies
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(ro, * ) - r | < e f o r all x^B.

It is readily seen that r&MRSp(W) if and only if r^Pl"=o ess.range( Wh\
This definition tries to capture the fact that the average value of W is close
to r. However, it turns out that we have achieved nothing new. A sufficient
condition for r to belong to MRS( W) is that for each e>0, for each k, and for
each /Vinvariant set A of positive measure there exists /o €=/"!& and a /Itinvariant set B of positive measure so that | W(YQ, x) — r\ < e on B. Using this,
one readily sees
Proposition 2.1. For an additive real-valued cocycle W and a Finvariant measure p. one has

(W).
Proof.

The proof is left to the reader.

D

The aim of this section is to extend the above structure theorem and
definition to cocycles with values in the ax + b group.
First, we recall some definition and notation concerning multiplicative
cocycles [BD].
Notation 2.1. In [BD], we considered a family of measurable functions
{Gk} satisfying the conditions of compatibility and normalization, that is, for
any k<n and any

G»(*)
and

^|-72AG*(7w) = l.
A nonsingular probability measure p. on X was defined to be a G-measure if
there is a compatible normalized family {G&} such that

/j. a.e. x^X, and
In the case where there is a unique G-measure /JL, it is automatically ergodic,
and we say that p. is uniquely ergodic. In [BD] Proposition 3, we showed that
p. is uniquely ergodic if and only if for every continuous function / on X, the
sequence
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-n
2
\1 n\ rer

n

Gn(7x)f(rx]

converges uniformly to a constant.
Given a compatible family {Gk} and a family of measurable functions
on X such that for all /^/*, we have j3k(rx} = /3k(x}. Define

w*(r, *)= n
where GoGO = l. Then, Wk is well-defined, measurable and equals for

Furthermore, Wk is an additive cocycle on X for the Fk action, in the sense that,
for 71, j2^Fk we have
Wk(7l72, x)=
Moreover, the family { Wk} satisfies the following compatibility condition

, x) _~ wn(r,

Gk(x)

~ Gn(x] ' 1U1

au

•'=' *-' -

(C2>

Equivalently,
Wk+
k

^

Ix^

= Wk 7

^ '

X

^ f°r a11 7e/^'

(C3)

/^.^

with

Let A denote the ax + b group, that is the underlying space is R+ X R and
group operation defined by : (a, b)(c, x) = (ac, ax + b). The identity is (1, 0)
and (a, b)~1 = (a~\ -a~lb}.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose {Gk} is a compatible family, and {Wk} a family of
compatible additive cocycles. Define a:FxX
>j4 by

'
whenever /er*
F action.
Proof,
^Tn, then

and x&X.

Gk(x)

Then a is an ax + b valued cocycle on X for the

a is well-defined by the compatibility conditions, that is if
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Wk(r, x)\( Gn(rx) Wn(r,x}\
Gk(x) ) \ Gn(x) ' Gn(x) )'

Also, one can easily verify using the multiplication in A that

Notation. For k>l let Xh = {x^X :xi=x2 = '~=Xk = Q} and Fk =
X . For x^X, let #<n) = (#i, •••, xn, 0, 0, •••) and x(n} = (0, •••, 0, %n+i, ^+2, •••),
where #(o) = 0 and ^(0)=::^. Then, ^( W )^rn and ^=^(n)^ (7I) . Also, if {G^} satisfies
r^ ( \
condition (Cl), then for each k, gk+i(x)= /^ + / \ is A invariant (see [BD]).
k

Lrk\X)

Lemma 2.2. G/ve/z any ax + b valued cocycle a on X for the F action,
then there exists a compatible family of measurable functions {Gk} and a
compatible family of cocycles { Wk} such that

/ \ , W^k(r,/ \ x)

rk(X)

Lrk(X)

whenever j^Pk and
Proof. Let a(r, x) = (ai(r, x\ $2(7, x)). From the cocycle identity for a
one gets that a\ is a multiplicative R+ valued cocycle, and #2 a Gi cocycle, in the
sense that ^2(7172, x} = a2(ri, x) + 01(71, x}a2(r2, 7ix). Set Go(#) = l and for k
>1, let Gk(x) = ai(xw, x(h}\ then for j^Pk we have
for any m>k and 7^ A,

f

Lrm\X)

=

Lrk\X)

G

^JX)=Oi(r, x). Also,

. Now, for 7^A set ^(7, x) =

Gk(x)$2(7, x). Using the fact that 62 is a Gi cocycle one can easily verify that
is a family of cocycles satisfying condition (C2).
Lemma 2.3. Ler {Wk} be a compatible family.

For k>0

Then @k is Fk invariant. Also, for every 7^Fk and x^X

Proof.

Let /^A.

Then,

define

we have
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=&(*).
To verify (*) notice that both sides satisfy the cocycle identity, hence it is enough
to prove only the case 7 is x&) and x is xw. Then, x=X(k)Xw and for any n
< k we have U < * > )(» ) =0 and Gc"0)*"^*00. The left hand side of (*) has then
the form Wk(xw, xw). Now, the right hand side of (*) is

= Wk(x(k},
Theorem 201. There is a one-to-one correspondence between ax + b valued cocycles on X for the F action and compatible families {Gk} satisfying
condition (Cl) and {/3k} with each $k a Fk invariant function.

§3. The Mean Ratio Set
Definition 3.L
Define

Let W be an additive cocycle on X for the F action.

For k>l, let J8* denote the tail (7-algebra generated by all cylinders of the form
II?=i Ei where Ei = Xi = Zia) for all i<k. If ^ is a G measure on X and / a
measurable function, we denote by E^(f\J3k) the conditional expectation of/
given the sub-tf-algebra %k.
Lemma 3..L Let IJL be a G measure on X, then
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(i)

Wk is a cocycle on X for the F action,

(ii)

For all

. .\

,,

-^ /

/

7-^

/

VV \ 70j X}

cr\ b \
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{-Tk

\X I TT7 b f

&ii)

If n>k,

(ii)

Proof, (i) Clear since the sum of cocycles is a cocycle.
Follows from the cocycle identity; for 70 ^ A we have

r

we have E/*(—^ / \
\

\j~n\X)

38 1= r / \ W (70, x).
/

\

(^rn\X)

Frr2
\1 k\ r^Fk

(ii3

From [BD] one has

^^('Yn
T^/.
\ / Oj A»

Remark 3.1.
(a)

In each variable W^ is independent of the first k coordinates, in the sense
that, if 70^ A, then for any 7^7^ and x^X we have Wk('/7oJ x)= Wk(y,
x}= Wk(y, 7ox).
(b) If W is a cocycle for the A action, then for 70^ A we define Wk(7o, x) =

I

^
k

(c)

o, 7%) if ^<^, and 0 otherwise.

In [BDl] we defined, for a quasi-invariant measure // on X, jum =
I p i Sye/m/-* 0 7, and noted that this is precisely ^ conditioned on 3$m''. The

above notation is compatible with this.
Clearly the mean ratio sets of IJL and p.m coincide. Thus, by Proposition
(2.1), for each m, the ratio sets of IJL and of p™ coincide.
Definition 3.2. Let IJL be a nonsingular G measure on X and a an ax + b
valued cocycle for the F action which has the form

whenever y^Fk and x^X.

As before let A denote the ax + b group. An
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element (r, s)^j4 is said to belong to the mean ratio set of a, denoted by
r^(cr), if for every e>0 there exists mo>l such that for every A^.3^ with
/XA)>0 and for every m>mo, there exists a measurable subset B^A with
fjt(B)>0 and there exist n>l and 70^ Fn such that the following hold

(ii)

For every

(iii)

For every

GnW

Gm(x)

T

<€.

Proposition 3'.1. The mean ratio set r^a) is a closed subgroup of j4.
Proof. Let (n, si), (r 2 , s^^r^a). We want to show (nr 2 ,
r>i(ff). Let e>0; there exists m'0>l such that if A<^$ with X^4)>0 and m>
mo, there exists 5^A with j^(B)>G and there exist a positive integer n\>m
and Ti^Fm such that
(i)

r^ /"„ ^^

yiB^A, and for every

T/wz/

< e, and

\

ni(7l9 X)~Si

Further, since ^(/i J B)>0 we can find C^7iB with /^(C)>0, and an integer nz
>m and 72^/^2 such that
(ii) r2C^FiB, and for every

and

<€.

Let n = nijrn2 and D=rTlC^B. Then, //(/))> 0 and 7 2 7iD^A Now, for
any x^D we have

and
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This shows (nr 2 , SiH-nsz^^Cff). Now, let (r, s^r^a). We want to show
that (r"1, — r~ls)^rf*(0\ Let e>0. For any measurable set A with ju(A)>
0 and any integer m choose a real number N(m)>0 such that the set Am = {x
^A : \Gm(x) — N(m)\<e} has positive measure. Since (r, s)^r^(a), there
exists W 0 >1 such that for m>m0 we can find B^An, an integer n>w and 7
^ such that
Gn(

(iii) yB^Am, and for every x^B,

< e, and

£ /

Lrn\X

Let C=rB^Am, then r~lC = B^Am. For #eC, since j~lx^E we have

< w y _ g y R y the

< e, which implies that

cocycle identity we have TW(7, 7 ! x)= — Wn(.J 1, x) and for x& C,
-1

so that
G
(

\

m\A>)
^,IT)

{Jin\ i

/^

(

I V
^Jn\f

IT

Jv)

—1 \
Y)
A)

^Jn\^')

S~^ (

(-r ( V
\Jm\f

\

T)
A>j
TT/TTZ/

-

vj"7z\ / J[</

Gm(r

Gm(x)

—1

l

Gn(x)
Gm(x)

— 1 + 5- Gm(x)l
r
Gm(r
2e
, s
2e
/-.
N(m)-e^ r N(m)-e \

—r
2e
\
N(m)-e)se

This proves that (r"1, — r~ls)^r^(a). The proof that r^a) is closed is
straightforward since on A we have the product topology.
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Definition 33. Two ax + b valued cocycles 6 and r are cohomologous if
there exist measurable functions a and j3 such that

We call the function (a, ft) a transfer function for a and r.

Lemma 3.2.

7X ,

For 7^ A, let 0(7, x} =

\ , —-T'T?n\X
( )\

-f n\X )

I

7

,' f

and r(/, *) =

are cohomologous, then

-

Gn(x)

a(rx) Fn(x]

and
w

»(r, x) = / x Vn(r, x).

Gn(x)

Let (7 and r be two cohomologous ax^rb valued cocycles each having the form
as given in Lemma 3.2, and with transfer function (a, /?). Assume that the
families {Gn} and {Fn} defining a and r respectively are normalized. Set

pot \=

a(x)Gn(x)

and for

Lemma 3.3.

(i) For each positive integer n, the functions

s~\ s-*\
j^n, —^
7Z

-t 72

? Fn invariant.
-ETrn
ii) For each m<n and 70^ Fn we have
Fm(x)
Fn(x]

Lemma 3.4.

7

°> %'

If a is JJL integrable, then defining a measure v on X by
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a(x)dfjt(x),

we have that F° is a normalized compatible family, v is an F° measure and
for r^Fn

Vn°(r, x)
Theorem 3.1. Let a and r be cohomologous ax + b valued cocycles
having the form given in Definition 3.3 and with transfer function (a, /?).
Suppose that p. is a uniquely ergodic G measure and a, /? are p. integrable.
Define i> as given in Lemma 3.4, then ( / adp, / Pdjujr^G^i I adp, I PdfA
= rz,(r). In particular, if I adp = \ and I £ldfjt = Q, then rj/((7) = n,(r).
JX

JX

Proof . Without loss of generality we assume that

adju = l, otherwise we

normalize. Let (r, s^^r^a) and let e>0 be given. There exists a positive
integer M such that for all m>Ni,

1

2 a

<€

and
1

2

uniformly in x. Let €Q= \M-e\(r +

7- ^7- nr, and m>N\ be sufficiently

large. If v(A)>Q, then /jt(A)>0. Choose sufficiently large real numbers Mi and
M.2 such that A° = {x^A: \Gm(x) — M\ <eo and \a(x) — Mi <eo} has positive
measure. There exist B^A°, n>m and 7o^Fn such that y0B^A0, and for
every x^B
<

we have

^_Livu_i_iv Now,

—r

6
and
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1

v!

2

•rer2w
+T|y m| 7er
So
m

Then,

—r

—r

1

a(x]

Gn(x)

<2e.

Gn(x)

Also,
1

v

-FTT 2_,
l m\ rer™
Gm(x)

-FT-T 2 j3(7x)Gm(7x)- f
J- m\ 7^Tm

Gm(x)

JX

C

<7e.
Thus,
jr°f -^

/•

<8e.

This shows that (l,
/ ffd^Yr,
s)(l,
—J/X 0 d f i }I ^ r v ( r ) .
\
JX
/
\
proved similarly. Hence, (l,
\

§4

/ £}dfjL]rr(0)(l,

JX

/

\

The other direction is

— I f}
JX

Classification and Examples

In this section, we classify the closed subgroups of the ax + b group and
use the structure theorem from §2 to give examples of cocycles whose ratio sets
correspond to the various possibilities.
The following theorem is perhaps well-known to experts, but we have not
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been able to find a covenient reference for it. We include a proof for completeness.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a closed subgroup of the ax + b group A. Then
J& is one of the following
(i) A itself
(ii) The identity {e}
(iii) For each /^(O, 1), {(1, np) : n
(iv) R = {(l,x):x^R}
(v) For each A^R+, A=t=l, {(An, x}:
(vi) For each v^R, {(u, p(u~l}):
fa) For each p.^R and for each A^R+, /*=£!, {(An, v(An~I}}:

Proof.

Let us realize A as the group of matrices of the form j I „

}

\(x

>0, b^Rr. Its Lie algebra is then jl n

x

y\ I — I

ex

> «r^ 0

f^vnl

I

y\
n

- I: a

}

I: x, y^Rr, with exponential map

y

w
i

The component of the identity 36 Q of 26 is a connected closed subgroup of A ;
hence we may identify three possibilities: XQ = A, Xo={e}, or 36 Q is a onedimensional subgroup. In the first case, 36 = A and we are in case (i). In the
/ X 1A) \
exp /(
I: t^R\ with (x, w)*(Q, 0). If #=0, ^0={(1,

{

is a discrete subgroup of R+ and we are either
ni\
in case (iv) or (v). Otherwise, putting p.=—, we have 36 Q = {(u, p.(u~l)} : u£=.
x
R+}. We claim that 36=36$. In fact, since conjugation by (1, pi) maps 36$ into
{(u, 0): u£=R+], we may assume ^ = 0. Any subgroup containing {(u, 0): u^
R+} and an element of the form (UQ, s) with 5^0 is quickly seen to be all of A.
Thus }&=}&Q and we are in case (vi).
Finally, let us consider the case when 3&Q = {e}. We claim that 3G is
generated by a single element. Suppose first that every element of 36 is of the
form (1, x) with x£=R. Then 36 is a discrete subgroup of 12 and we are in case
(ii) or (ill). Otherwise, 36 contains an element /=(«, y) with u>l. Conjugating
as above by (1, y) we may assume that y = 0. Thus X contains {(un, 0): n£=Z}.
Suppose that X contains also an element of the form (UQ, yo) with log UQ and
log u rationally independent; we may suppose that Uo<l. Let v^R+ be

%) : x^R}. One sees that Jfi/Jfio
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arbitrary and choose sequences {nk}, {mk} so that unhu™h-*v as &->oo. Then
(u, O) W *(M O , y*)mtt = unitu?h,

""^^

that v, -T-" — ^}& for all v^R.
\

L — UO/

Uo

for all A. Letting &-»oo, we see

This contradicts our assumption that }&o =

{e}. We conclude that log UQ and log u are rationally related, and so 30>
contains both {(un, 0) : n^Z} and {(1, ky0) : k^Z}. The set of all elements of
Jf) of the form (1, w) is then a subgroup of R containing unyo for all n£=Z.
This is necessarily the whole of R except in the case yo = Q. We have proved that
36 is conjugate to {(un, 0) : n^Z} for some u and we are therefore in case faj.
D
(4.2) Using Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.1 we now have a limited
number of mutually exclusive possibilities for our mean ratio set, as a closed
subset of [0, oo] x [ — oo, oo] whose intersection with A is a closed subgroup of
A.
Recall that the possible ratio sets for a cocycle with values in R+ are {1}
(type II), R+ (type IIIi), for 0 </Kl, {An :n^Z} (type III*) and {0, 1, 00} (type
IIIo). For an additive cocycle, we have {0} (type II), R (type IIIi), for 0</^<
1, (mfjL : m^Z] (type 111,0 and {-°°, 0, 00} (type IIIo).
In fact, the closed subgroups of A listed in Theorem 4. 1 lead to mean ratio
sets of the form RiXR2 where /?i^[0, oo] and j??2^[-°°, oo] are of the above
type in all cases except types (vi) and fa} with 7?=£0. On the other hand, as
observed in the proof of Theorem 4.1, (u, rj(u — \}) is conjugate to (u, 0) via (1,
77). This leads to
Definition 4.1. Let ju be a G-measure and a an A -valued cocycle for the
F action. If the mean ratio set r^d) has the form R\XR2 where Ri is of type
X for R+ and R2 is of type Y for R then we say that a is of type XxY.
If r^a) can be conjugated into a set of this form by an element of the form
(1, 77) we say that a is of the type (XX Y)71.
The last possibility is realized only if X=III\ or Ilh, and Y—II or IIIo.
Thus to say that a is of type // X IIIo means that its mean ratio set is {1} X
{0, 1, oo}, to say that a is of type (HhXlII^71 means that its mean ratio set is
{(An, r j ( A n - l } ) : n<=Z}U{-oo, 00} and to say that a is of type (///iX//) 37 means
that its mean ratio set is {(u, 77(^ — 1)) : u^R}.
The possible types are then IIIiXlHi, I I X I I , IIIo X II, II X III, (0</1<1),
IIIQXIIIA (0<;i<l), (IIhXl}\ 0<;i<l, 7]<=R and (IlhXlIhY, (0</1<1), vG
R.
Note that IlhXlII^ is not possible with 0</1, //<!. We denote by R(/jt)
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the ratio set of JJL with respect to the F action (see [KW], [Si], [S2], [BDL]).
Theorem 4.2. Let [Gn}be a normalized compatible family for which there
exists a unique G-measure JLL. Let /3^L1(X, /j.) and define
Wn(7,

x) = Gn

Then Wn is a compatible family of cocycles and

Wn(r, x)
defines an ax + b-valued cocycle. Let 7]= @
(i)

// R(jLt) = R+, that is p. is of type ///i, then

so a is of type (///iX//) 77 .
(ii) // for some 0</K1, R(^ = {An : n^Z],

that is, p. is of type ///A, then

that is p. is of type (//Lx/7) 77 .
// p. is of type 7//0, that is /?(^) = {0, 1, 00} and f @dv = Q then
JX

{0, 1, oo}x{-oo5 0, oo}, that is a is of type
Proof. It is easily seen from the compatibility of the G's that the Wn
satisfy condition (C3).
One calculates from the definition that

By unique ergodicity of IJL we have TFTT 2 Gm(7x)f}('yx)—>7]
|-t m\ 7^r"m

m—*vo.

Now, for any r^R(fi),

uniformly in x as

any e>0 and any A of X of positive IJL

measure, if mo is sufficiently large (so that .r \ 2 Gm{yoc)${yx} — r] <e for
\

\1 m\ r^-Fm

any m>m 0 and any #], then for any m>mo, there exist n>m, a Yo^Fm and
a subset B of A positive measure so that
— r < 6. From this it follows that

Gm(x)

<e, and
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is dominated by a multiple of e, thus (r,(^ — l)?)^ ?>(<?).

D

Theorem 4.2 does not allow us to construct cocycles whose ratio sets have
7//i in the second factor. The next theorem will allow this. Before giving the
theorem, let us construct our cocycles. For the rest of this paper we assume that
{Gn} and IJL satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose un is a function on X which depends only on the
coordinate. Set Uo = G, and let
^n(x} = un(x}-UgnJ+l

for »=0, 1, 2, 3,

Define a compatible family of cocycles by

for
Then

Gm(x)
G,(x)

Proof.

k\

0

if

m<k

if

m>k

This follows by an obvious telescoping sum argument.

D

The following Theorem is based on example 3.3 of [PS] which corresponds
to the case where IJL is invariant.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a normalized compatible family, p. a uniquely
ergodic G-measure of type T = {I, II, IIL}. Let {sk} be a sequence of rational
numbers in which each rational occurs infinitely often.
Let
(

Un(x)

^

(Sn
= \f,

lu

ifJ Xn = Q
,

otherwise,

and define Wk as in Lemma 4.1. Then the resulting cocycle is of type

Proof.

TX

Let r^Rp, let A be a set of positive measure and let e>0. Choose
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<=A, k>m and
i j..^.

i ^, _,

i

i^

for all
This is possible by the comment following Remarks 3.1.
Choose k\>k so large that there exists r^Fkl with
( l - e ) f J i ( r X k l } . (This is possible by Theorem 3.2 of [BDL]). The compatibility
condition (C2) shows that
-Grn\XJ_Wm(
/^ ^S

Cr&W

T\—_GmM_Wm(

^A ^'°'

^^

/°* /'a'^ ^ A l V / ° »

U-feiV^j

\
^/

whenever k\>k.
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.1, the difference between the right hand side and

is dominated by a multiple of e. This expression equals

rs*i£*i(#)

if #*i=

| s*i(/>£(*)-7^1(70*))
^—rskipkifax)
/~*\Jm\X,)
( \
i
j^m ( \
where pki(x)= r }'\.

if #*, =
if Xki^

Lrki(X)

Now, since p%i(x) is a continuous function, we may choose a set S?!^
Xkl+1, of positive measure, and a number q™i so that |^?i(^) — #2i|<e for all ^
^S?L By the normalization condition, we may assume that Qki=f=Q. Since the
sequence SkiQki may be chosen to approximate an arbitrary real number, we are
done.
n
Remark. It is an interesting issue to what extent one may generalise other
familiar constructions of ergodic theory from If-valued to A -valued cocycles.
Can one, for example, find a concrete realization of some of the flows of Forrest
[F] in this setting? We shall address these issues in future publications.
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